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ABSTRACT

The generation of scanned offset beams for producing error signals to track targets is an
old and well proven technology which has been improved over the years with innovative
techniques directed at specific mission capabilities. The various techniques of generating
offset beams, sequential lobing, conical scan, and single channel monopulse, have proven
to be acceptable, cost effective means of autotracking. These techniques and a new,
generalized electronic scanned beam configuration will be discussed with their inherent
advantages and disadvantages for various mission applications. A new electronic scanning,
autotrack technique, ESCAN, will be developed mathematically and its performance
demonstrated through analysis and measured antenna radiation pattern data.

The ESCAN tracking antenna concept will be shown to have superior side lobe
characteristics to previous electronic scanned beam approaches due to its capability to
control side lobes in both the scanned, offset beam plane and the orthogonal plane.
ESCAN offers improved capability in reducing crosstalk between the two orthogonal
tracking channels, offset beam control vs frequency, and wider frequency bandwidth.
ESCAN retains the flexibility of simultaneous generation of a separate unmodulated data
channel and a modulated tracking channel. Since ESCAN is an electronic scanning
technique the rate of scan can be controlled at any fixed rate or for variable rates
(including random variations in rate) within the capabilities of solid state switches. This
capability allows the antenna system to acquire and track spin stabilized vehicles as well
as other vehicles such as polar orbiting satellites and airplanes.



INTRODUCTION

Automatic angle tracking of targets has been of interest to the technical community for
many decades and it is one of the primary considerations in the reception of telemetry data
from airborne vehicles today. The vehicle may be a polar orbiting satellite, a
geosynchronous satellite, an airplane, a rocket, etc.. The following discussion will
summarize the types of reflector antennas typically employed for angle tracking and will
present a new feed concept (ESCAN) which provides improved side lobe suppression and
crosstalk performance as compared to Single Channel Monopulse (SCM) and conventional
sequential lobing tracking feed configurations. ESCAN also offers improved bandwidth
and reliability over conical scan.

SEQUENTIAL LOBING

The fundamental property of sequential lobing is the capability of generating offset beams
about the pointing axis of the antenna. This is typically accomplished by the use of four
circumferential feed elements placed around the focal axis of a reflector antenna, Figure 1.
The physical displacement of the feed phase center from the focal axis generates a beam
which is offset by an amount directly proportional to this displacement, Figure 2. The four
discrete offset beams are sampled in a sequential manner and compared in two orthogonal
planes to derive an error signal which is used to generate proportional drive signals for the
servo system of the motorized axis of the positioning system. The limitations of this
approach are the amount of gain loss at crossover and the high side lobes created by the
extreme beam offsets. This configuration is rarely used today due to these limitations.

Figure 1. Sequential Lobing Feed Figure 2. Offset Beam Generated
 by Offset Feed From Focal Axis



CONICAL SCANNING

The conical scanning principle involves the generation of an offset beam about the focal
axis (tracking axis) by the use of a single feed element, offset and rotated about the focal
axis. The rotation is accomplished in a motor driven, mechanical fashion. There are many
variations of conical scanning. These include the early World War II spinning dipoles to
optic configurations utilizing fixed feeds with offset spinning subreflectors. The primary
advantage of conical scan is its low implementation cost. Conical scan also provides better
gain performance than conventional sequential lobing since the beam offset may be
controlled to a prescribed crossover level. A low crossover level also minimizes the coma
effect in the first side lobe. The characteristics of conical scan tracking offer an attractive
alternative for a number of telemetry applications. The disadvantages inherent in conical
scanning are scanning speed, reliability of the mechanical rotator, and the frequency
bandwidth limitations. Also conical scanning does not allow the selection of an
unmodulated data channel and is not effective in autotracking spin stabilized targets due to
its fixed, low frequency scan rate.

SINGLE CHANNEL MONOPULSE

The need for a reliable, cost effective technique to track spin stabilized vehicles led to the
development of the single channel monopulse tracking system in the late 60s. SCM utilizes
a three channel monopulse feed (four or five element configurations) and combining
network to generate the reference, azimuth difference and elevation difference signals (See
Figures 3 and 4). The azimuth and elevation difference signals are biphase modulated and
sequentially coupled to the reference signal (see Figure 5). The resultant signal is the same
form as conical scan signals in that the combined reference plus difference signal produces
an offset beam relative to the focal axis and the azimuth and elevation error signals are
available in a time sequence manner.

Figure 3. Single Channel Monopulse - Figure 4. Single Channel Monopulse -
Four Element Array Five Element Array



Figure 5. SCM Monoscan Converter

SCM overcomes the fixed low frequency scan rate of conical scan by the use of very fast
electronic switches for the selection of offset beam positions. In addition, SCM allows the
combining circuitry to be configured such that the data channel can be independent from
the tracking channel and therefore free of the modulation created by the scanning beam.
The flexibility of SCM has resulted in it being the predominant choice for telemetry
tracking applications for the last two decades.

The disadvantages of the SCM configuration are related to the number of feed elements.
Bandwidth and aperture illumination are the main limitations of the four element SCM
feed. The four element monopulse array results in a primary reference beam suitable only
for large focal length-to-diameter (F/D) ratios. The four element feed also has bandwidth
limitations similar to conical scan. The side lobe performance for the four element feed is
typically quite acceptable, with side lobe suppression greater than 20 dB with respect to
the main beam peak.

The five element feed SCM configuration overcomes the two limitations of the four
element feed but introduces a new disadvantage, that of high side lobes in the scanned
secondary tracking beams. It should be pointed out that the side lobes in an unmodulated
data channel do not have these high side lobes. The peak side lobe of the tracking beam is
typically -15 dB to -17 dB with respect to the main beam peak and is almost invariant with
frequency. The generation of the high side lobe can be understood when one considers that



the offset beam is formed by the superposition of three beams in space, one each from at
the three elements of the feed array in the offset beam plane. The three beams are
combined with the following phase and amplitude coefficients (i.e. in azimuth)

Right Beam Center Beam Left Beam
Amplitude k 1.0 k
Phase (Degrees) 0° 0° 180°

where k is the coupling coefficient of the combining network in Figure 5. The first side
lobe of the center beam is at the same approximate angular position and in-phase with the
main lobe of the left beam therefore these two signals add in-phase and produce a high
side lobe (Figures 6a and 6b).

Figure 6a. Individual Secondary Beams Figure 6b. Resultant Scanned
of SCM for Three Feed Elements Secondary Beams for SCM

An alternate way of understanding the behavior of the SCM feed is to analyze the
combined feed signals that generate the offset beam. The array pattern of the three
elements in the azimuth plane is given by

E (2,N) = [ 1 + I (2k) Sin (2Bd Sin (2) ) ] ( EE (2,N) (l
where

d = the element spacing in wavelengths
k = the amplitude coefficient of the offset elements (determined by

coupling factor)
2 = the angle in degrees in the plane of scan
N = the angle in degrees orthogonal to the plane of scan
EE(2,N) = the individual element pattern



The amplitude and phase of the array voltage pattern in the azimuth plane is given by

[E(2)] = [ Re{ E (2) }  + Im { E (2) }  ]  ( EE (2) (22      2  1/2

= [ 1 + ( 2k Sin ( 2Bd Sin (2) ) }  ]  EE (2) (32  1/2

Phase (2) = Tan  [ Im { E (2) } /Re {E (2) } ]-1

= Tan  [ 2k Sin (2Bd Sin (2) ) ]-1

An examination of Eq. 2 shows that the amplitude illumination on a reflector from the
three elements is not substantially different than from a single element. The sin (2)
function, minimum at 0 degree and maximum at 90 degrees, broadens the array pattern.
Eq. 3 shows the phase illumination is directly proportional to a sine function, an odd
function. The phase of the illumination is increasing positive on one side of the reflector
and increasing negative on the opposite side. This phase distribution causes the beam to be
steered off axis. Figures 7 and 8 show the calculated amplitude and phase functions for a
five element SCM feed. Figure 9 is the secondary pattern of a reflector antenna fed by this
feed pattern. The peak side lobes are -16 dB in the unscanned plane and -15 dB in the
scanned plane.

Figure 7. Five-Element SCM Feed Figure 8. Five-Element SCM Feed
Amplitude Pattern Phase Pattern



Figure 9a. 120.0" Reflector Figure 9b. 120.0" Reflector
Five-Element SCM Feed Five-Element SCM Feed

ESCAN

The side lobe limitation of SCM led Scientific-Atlanta to consider new feed configurations
such that this limitation is minimized or removed. The obvious first step was to design a
feed configuration that combines the desirable characteristics of SCM but with a more
tapered amplitude distribution for illuminating a reflector antenna. This led to a new
improved, electronic scanning feed for autotrack applications. The basic design approach
was discovered by investigating multi-element arrays, similar to the four or five element
arrays presently being used for SCM, with variations in the combining network which
yield an amplitude taper in the aperture plane but maintains similar phase characteristics
which scans the secondary beam. The key to this unique tracking feed configuration is that
beam scanning is accomplished by variations in the amplitude weighting factors of the
array elements and is not dependent on the antiphase excitation of two elements located
symmetrically about the on-axis central element. The ESCAN converter is shown in
Figure 10; note that a monopulse comparator circuit is not used.

Figure 10. ESCAN Beam Forming Network



The second area of improvement is crosstalk. Crosstalk is defined as cross coupling
between the azimuth and elevation channels such that a angular movement in one of the
planes (azimuth) produces an error signal in the orthogonal plane (elevation). The ESCAN
feed configuration essentially eliminates this undesirable characteristic. This is
accomplished by an in-phase excitation of all the active elements. The SCM feed
configuration allows orthogonal plane elements to be parasitically coupled to the active
elements with an antiphase condition which gives rise to a low level crosstalk component.
The antiphase condition exists because of the presence of the monopulse comparator’s
magic-Ts.

The SCM scanned beam in the azimuth or elevation plane is formed by the superposition
of three beams in space; the ESCAN beam is formed by the superposition of two beams in
space, Figure 11a The two beams, for example in the azimuth plane, are explained as
follows:

a) An on-axis beam formed by the array combination of the center element and the
two elements in the elevation plane.

b) An off-axis beam formed alternately by the right or left element in the azimuth
plane.

The phasor combination of these two beams results in a scanned beam in the azimuth
plane, Figure 11b. Therefore the array pattern of the feed can be expressed mathematically
as:

E(2,N) = [1 + 2k  Cos {Bd Sin (N) }1

+ 2k  Cos (2Bd Sin (2) } ]  EE (2,N)2

+ i [2k  Sin (2Bd sin (2) } ]  EE (2,N) (42

where k  is the amplitude coefficient of the elevation plane elements B & D1

k  is the amplitude coefficient of the azimuth plane element2

EE (2,N) is the individual element pattern

If we examine the azimuth plane (N = 0) and substitute

R = { 2Bd Sin (2) } (5

Eq. 4 reduces to

E (2)  = [1 + 2k  + k  Cos (R)1  2

+ i k  Sin (R) ] EE (2) (62



Figure 11a. Individual Beams of ESCAN Figure 11b. Resultant Scanned
Beam for ESCAN

The expression for the amplitude of Eq. 4 differs in a significant way from the similar
expression for SCM in Eq. 1, namely the sine varying term in theta has been reduced by a
factor of two and a cosine varying term has been added. Since the cosine function has a
peak on axis and reduces to a minimum as theta goes to 90 degrees, the array coefficients
can be chosen such that a desirable amplitude illumination function for the reflector
antenna is produced.

The phase distribution is given by

Phase(2) = Tan  [Im {E (2) } /Re {E (2) } ]-1

= Tan  { [k  Sin (R) ] / [1 + 2 k  + k  Cos (R) ] } (7-1
2        1  2

The ESCAN phase distribution is very similar to the SCM distribution as it is directly
proportional to a sine function and therefore results in the off axis secondary beam. An
alternate way of explaining the beam steering capability of ESCAN is to consider a two
element array, Figure 12. When the two elements are excited with equal amplitudes the
phase center lies on the aperture of the array plane, equidistance between the two
elements. As the amplitude excitation of one of the elements is reduced relative to the
other the phase center moves along the aperture plane toward the stronger excited element
as shown in Figure 12, therefore the beam phase center may be positioned to any desired
position between the two elements as the amplitude excitations of the two elements are
varied. If one of the elements is placed on the focal axis of a reflector antenna the feed
phase center of the two element array is then off-axis which results in a steered beam.

Calculated patterns of a five element ESCAN feed are shown in Figures 13 and 14.
Radiation patterns in two orthogonal planes of a 120" reflector antenna are shown in
Figures 15 and 16. The peak side lobes are better than 20 dB below the peak of the beam
in the unscanned plane and the scanned plane.



Figure 12. Two Element Array Phase Center
Location vs Relative Amplitude

Figure 13. Five-Element ESCAN Figure 14. Five Element ESCAN
Feed Amplitude Pattern Feed Phase Pattern

The crosstalk exhibited by SCM is typically 15 to 20 dB below the desired tracking error
signal and consists of contributions from mutual coupling, cross-polarization coupling and
mismatch. The crosstalk is generated by the parasitic antiphase excitation of the orthogonal
channel elements. The antiphase excitation is due to the comparator network. The ESCAN
feed configuration eliminates the antiphase condition such that any mutual coupling or
VSWR related excitation of elements in the orthogonal plane does not generate an offset
or steered beam and therefore crosstalk is effectively minimized.



Figure 15a. 120.0" Reflector Five- Figure 15b. 120.0" Reflector Five-
Element ESCAN Feed Secondary Pattern ElementESCAN Feed Secondary Pattern

The only disadvantage of ESCAN is its sensitivity to phase differences in the combining
networks. A phase differential between the feed elements leads to a beam squint in the
primary pattern. Therefore care must be taken to assure that the phase differences be
maintained to within 10 degrees.

The performance of ESCAN tracking can be summarized as follows:

a) Electronic switching circuits allows flexibility in scan rates which overcomes the
problem with tracking spin stabilized vehicles.

b) The data channel can be configured independent from the tracking channel
eliminating scan modulation on the data.

c) High reliability is maintained since there are no mechanical rotating devices.
d) Cost effective since the tracking information is contained in a single channel.
e) Amplitude weighting of the feed elements results in low side lobes in the

unscanned and scanned planes.
f) Cross-talk is effectively minimized.
g) Overall tracking accuracy is superior to SCM, approaching full monopulse.
h) Broadband operation.
i) Phase differences in the combining network should be below 10 degrees.

SUMMARY

The performance of various types of autotracking for Telemetry antenna systems have
been considered with their advantages and disadvantages. The evolutionary process of
system performance requirements has led technology to advance from the simple



sequential lobing antenna to the sophisticated electronic beam scanning techniques of
today. A new electronic beam scanning feed system has been introduced and shown to be
superior to all previous systems except three channel monopulse with regard to typical
telemetry system requirements. A summary of telemetry tracking system performance for
the various tracking feed configurations is given in Table I.

Table I: Summary of Telemetry Tracking Systems

Tracking
Category Remarks Performance Usage

Monopulse 2 or 3 channel coherent Best tracking accuracy; Primarily large stations
receiver required; Fast dynamic response. and TT&C
expensive

Sequential Simple, single channel High side lobes; on-axis Very low due to more
Lobing receiver; low cost gain suffers due to advanced alternatives.

crossover loss.

Conical Sequential amplitude Moderate tracking Widespread use up to
Scan sensing system; sensitive accuracy; medium late 60s; some satellite

to AM interference; dynamic response; tracking use today.
simple, low cost; limited in bandwidth;
mechanical limitations; crossover loss frequency
complex; low reliability. dependent.

Single Sequential amplitude Tracking accuracy almost Preferred configuration
Channel sensing system; low equal to monopulse; low since 60s for sounding
Monopulse sensitivity to AM crossover loss; fast rocket and satellite

modulation; low to dynamic response; scan tracking.
moderate cost; single beam side lobe limits low
channel receiver; requires angle tracking.
three channel monopulse
feed configuration.

ESCAN Sequential amplitude Tracking accuracy almost Now being
sensing system; low equal to monopulse; low introduced;will replace
sensitivity to AM crossover loss; fast SCM as preferred
modulation; low to dynamic response;low tracking technique.
moderate cost; single side lobes; low sensitivity
channel receiver or to crosstalk; broadband
separate unmodulated operation.
data channel; multi-
element feed.


